SCIENCE FIVE THOUSAND YEARS HENCE1
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I have been asked to predict the condition of science five thousand years hence when the Time Capsule is dug out of the Flushing meadows—provided there are any meadows here in A.D. 6939. Land has been rising and falling in different parts of the globe within historic time, and within five thousand years the Time Capsule may be considerably below sea level or raised several hundred feet above where it is now.

While I speak to the youth of to-day, I am speaking for the youth that will be living one hundred and fifty generations hereafter, in other words to your great, great, one hundred and fifty times great grandchildren.

One can predict only in terms of what is known in the past. Let us compare what has actually occurred within these fifty centuries with what a man five thousand years ago might have predicted for the present. He could not have thought about development of world civilization because the world to him was only a limited region. Civilizations could develop and decline with little or no influence on one another because of lack of means of communication. His knowledge of the geographical world and of the laws of nature was so limited that it would have been impossible for him to predict the condition of the world in 1940. Science, as we understand this term, did not exist in B.C. 3060.

Are we to-day in our ignorance as incapable of predicting the future five thousand years hence as was the man five thousand years ago? In many ways probably yes; in other ways we have an advantage.

1 Address before the American Institute of the City of New York at the World's Fair, September 23, in connection with the sealing-in of the Westinghouse Time Capsule. The address was broadcast in part over the NBC network.
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